Evaluate Sessions and Win!

- Download and open OLC Conferences mobile app
- Navigate to specific session to evaluate
- Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen (located under session type and track)
- Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry

**Five (5) $25 gift cards** will be awarded

Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website
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OVERVIEW

• Why use Kahoot!
• Media to access Kahoot!
• How to create and share a Kahoot!
• How to play Kahoot! with online students
  • Live
  • Asynchronous
• Let’s Play!
WHY USE KAHOOT!

• Kahoot! is a free game-based student-response tool
• Increases motivation and classroom engagement
• Multiple Platforms: Computer, phone, tablet
• Live and asynchronous options
• Easy to create and use
• Millions of Kahoot! games available on hundreds of topics for use and customization
• FUN!
Comments from Walden Students

I LOVEEEEEEE KAHOOT! It's a great way to get your audience to engage in an online interactive website!

“Racing against the time to answer a serious of questions to land the first spot at the end of the game makes the game more rewarding.”

“I love that after missing a few questions, I was allowed to regain those points in a second chance.”

“At the end of the game, I was able to see where I fell short of the quiz.

“I love that I was allowed to respond with the feedback of the overall program in a short survey in the form of different emoji’s.”

“This online interactive game is a great way to set the tone for any setting before, during, or after a lesson.”

“Great tool!”

“I just tested Kahoot! out and I enjoyed it! I would use this as a future study tool!”
MEDIA TO ACCESS KAHOOT!

Online Classroom
- Announcement
- Email
- Discussion Board

- Zoom/Skype/Google Hangouts
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Text
HOW TO USE KAHOOT! LIVE

• Set up a Zoom share screen and send invite to students through email system (computer or laptop) (to use for Students in real time)
  
• Pick the Kahoot! you want to play (Click Play)

• Select classic view/team mode

• Join Kahoot! app or at Kahoot.it (Enter pin on screen)

• Students enter a nickname (real name)

• Press start
HOW TO USE KAHOOT! ASYNCHRONOUS

• Go to GetKahoot.com

• Go to Kahoots/My Kahoots

• Click challenge

• Enter due date and time of day

• Click Create

• Click Copy for link and send to students along with the challenge pin

• Students will accept the challenge through their Kahoot.it or email account

• Retrieve report after due date
HOW TO CREATE A KAHOOT!

• Getkahoot.com or Kahoot.com

• Choose one of the 3 options: quiz, discussion, or survey

• 95-character limit/4 answer options

• Select “correct” answer by pressing the red “incorrect” button

• Choose response time limit 5 to 120 seconds

• Embed image or YouTube video

• Continue to add and edit questions or import from spreadsheet

• When finished click “next” and follow instructions
LET’S PLAY!

- Counseling Theories Kahoot!
- PTSD Kahoot!
- Medical Marijuana Kahoot!
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